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State arts．Stay peaceful
Every door becomes a family treasure that keeps its
beauty and value over time.
B lue Whale has 38 years of professional soundproof door manufacturing

experience. We have developed our own patented sound insulation structure, and
our Blue Whale Design Team has developed numerous creative, exquisite, and
exclusive door styles. We are highly professional and design-oriented, and our
passion is to help you enjoy a beautiful and peaceful life. "Art is life, life is art."
We've focused on the research and development of home entrance doors and
professional art doors that integrate the functions of soundproofing, anti-riot
security, and fire and smoke proofing. To meet the needs of consumers, we can
create customized soundproof doors without compromising on sound insulation
and fire protection. We are proud of our exclusive aesthetic design team and
soundproofing space planning team. Our doors satisfy not only our customers’
soundproofing needs, but also the aesthetic needs of art-loving consumers.
Blue Whale cooperates with construction companies, architects and designers
to communicate the value and characteristics of our products. Blue Whale's
soundproof series also covers soundproof walls, soundproof ceilings, soundproof
floors, soundproof windows and many other products. We can create and
implement a complete soundproof space plan, for offices, audio rooms, bedrooms,
and homes. In order to establish competitiveness in the market, our products have
passed the most stringent standards. We strive to give our customers a quieter and
nobler quality of life.
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* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as the main product.

H4 B a v a r i a

2019 Classic New H-4 Bavaria Smart Door
Bavaria is in the southeastern part of Germany, and is the largest state in Germany. The Danube River runs through its middle. The southern edge of the Alps in Bavaria is called the Zugspitze,

and at 2,963 meters above sea level is the highest peak in Germany. There are still a lot of wooden houses in that region, many of which have been standing for a long time but are still very well
preserved.
The Blue Whale classic H-4 series Bavaria door symbolizes Germany's tradition of superb craftsmanship, long product life and consistent quality. The design concept originates from the strong
sense of integration of classical wood – like the homes on the hills around the Zugspitze - and modern metal representing Bavaria's modern economic power.
Single door size

W85-103*H220

Double door size W170-200*H220
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USD$14,000
USD$26,200
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H4 F l o r e n c e
“

Art is life, life is art”

This product was jointly created by
well-known Taiwanese oil painter Wu
Yuchang and the Blue Whale design
team. This design was conceived
when Blue Whale's founder took a
walk on an ancient road in Florence,
Italy. In a studio, he saw a beautiful
frame for a painting. This gave
him the inspiration for a new door
idea, which he communicated to
the design team after returning to
Taiwan.
Later on, he traveled to France to
visit a well-known oil painter, Mr.
Wu Yuchang. They collaborated on
using some of Mr. Wu's paintings
in the door design. The result is the
Florence door. It is the crystallization
of craftsmanship and art, and
symbolizes the spirit of creativity.
The front is made of titanium-silver
silk brocade that encircles the real
oil paintings like a picture frame. The
paintings themselves are preserved
in a moisture-proof casing, giving a
subtle, low-key reflective effect, and
the door has classical Italian handles
in the European style.
Single door size
W85-103*H220
USD$21,200
Double door size
W170-200*H220
USD$37,000
* The picture door lock is for
reference only, the actual product in
the store as the main product.
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* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as the main product.

H4 Lake Wave Bronze Sculpture Door

Single door size

The design of the Lake Wave Bronze Sculpture Door originated from the scenery of Swallow Lake near the Beiwu

Double door size W170-200*H220

W85-103*H220

$14,000
$26,000

highway in Wulai.

When the autumn wind blows, it creates gentle ripples on the lake surface. This is full of the feeling of autumn.
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Awarded the 2012 Golden Pin Design Award from the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the surface copper sculpture
is weather-resistant, durable, and has an attractive, naturally forming patina, showing the door's extravagance and
classical style.
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H4 THE SIENNA
DOOR
BRONZE
ENTRANCE DOOR
In the small mountain town of

Siena, Italy, there's a famous annual
horse racing event. The Blue Whale
team used the racetrack as a source
of inspiration for the design. The
pure copper sculpture shows the
classical elegance of medieval Italy.
The arc lines and horseshoe stripes
recreate the grand occasion of the
competition in all its magnificent
and extraordinary style. The door's
front panel is made of pure red
copper, and the stainless steel frame
hand coated with imported German
paint.
Single door size
W85-103*H220
USD$14,000
Double door size
W170-200*H220
USD$26,000
* The picture door lock is for
reference only, the actual product in
the store as the main product.
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* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual
product in the store as the main product.

H4 THE SIENNA DOOR
BRONZE ENTRANCE DOOR
*Our airtight sound insulation structure can reduce
noise by 40 decibels, and it also saves electricity by
keeping warmth in during the winter and cool air in
during summer.
*Passed 60A fireproof and smokeproof structure test:
the door is fire resistant for one hour, so you can wait
indoors for rescue in absolute safety.
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2021 New Classic Collection

H4 New Lake Court Door

The front of the New Lake Court door is made of Burmese teak and Titanium hidden handle design– more than
70 years old – and gives a warm woody surface. Burmese teak is harvested in Myanmar's old growth jungles.
This tropical hardwood is internationally recognized as an excellent product because it is weatherproof, highly
stable, dense, has an attractive grain, a clear texture, and a lovely caramel color.
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* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as the main product.
Single door size

W85-103*H220

Double door size W170-200*H220

$11,000
$20,000
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2021 New Classic Collection
H4 New Lake Court Door
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H 3 O r i g i n a l Te a k
The ancient Roman philosopher Cicero
once said: “All things are natural All
are wonderful.”

Faithful to its original form, wood's
most basic and natural style was
used to create a door surface without
any unnecessary modification and
beautification.
Blue Whale's Prototype door has
corner panels that are made exclusively
of high-quality Burmese teak. Each
panel is different: in the production
process, the teak wood is cut at an
angle, so that each piece of wood has
different textures and grain directions.
Ordinary wood mills cannot replicate
this complex effect.
The Prototype door is Blue Whale's
homage to the natural beauty of the
earth.
Single door size
W85-103*H220
USD$10,000
Double door size
W170-200*H220
USD$19,000
* The picture door lock is for
reference only, the actual product in
the store as the main product.
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H3 Original Stone
A little boy's dream：Looking up through the banana trees on a pure night, up to the vast sky,

As the face of a building, an entrance door must be timeless, calm, and weather-resistant, as well
as show the owner's taste. Equipped with a fingerprint lock, it also has a hidden door closer that
can automatically close and lock the door. The door is multi-functional： it is warm, soundproof,
airtight, dustproof, fireproof and theft-resistant, to ensure the safety of the whole family.

Made of imported Italian porcelain plate, veined like a Banana leaf, and with imported star
handles. The lines are crisp and concise, with no extra decoration.

Single door size

this plants in the heart the seeds of the yearning for the future. The dream is the beginning of
many good things to follow.
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* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as the main product.

W85-103*H220

Double door size W170-200*H220

$7,300
$14,000
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H3 Original Stone
A little boy's dream：Looking up through
the banana trees on a pure night, up to
the vast sky, this plants in the heart the
seeds of the yearning for the future. The
dream is the beginning of many good
things to follow.

Made of imported Italian porcelain
plate, veined like a Banana leaf, and with
imported star handles. The lines are crisp
and concise, with no extra decoration.

* The picture door lock is for reference
only, the actual product in the store as
the main product.
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* The picture door lock
is for reference only,
the actual product in
the store as the main
product.

H3 Imperial Seal
Inspired by the jade seal of the Emperor in the Qin Dynasty.
Noble in feeling, smooth surfaced and with curved lines as if from the depths of the cornucopia.
The kiln-fired glass is tinted and contains metal, so it looks like precious jade. The glass is clouded
and smoky, with a bright matte surface. Stainless steel is used as the substrate, so that it can resist
outdoor weather for a hundred years.
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Single door size

W85-103*H220

Double door size W170-200*H220

$9,000
$17,000
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H3 Imperial Seal
The hardware accessories are exquisitely crafted, and the door’s features include double
airtightness, soundproofing, and heat insulation.
Glass styles and colors can be customized according to preferences.
* Our airtight sound insulation structure can reduce noise by 40 decibels, and it also saves electricity
by keeping warmth in during the winter and cool air in during summer.
* Passed 60A fireproof and smokeproof structure test: the door is fire resistant for one hour, so you
can wait indoors for rescue in absolute safety.
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* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as the main product.
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H3 Cloud
Etching Artist-Chen Weilong Works

The design originated from the clouds

in the sky, and the sky soars up, soaring
through the clouds and driving the fog,
unpredictable, showing an extraordinary
sense of luxury.
* With Italian ISEO electric lock and
hidden door bow, it can automatically
close and lock and unlock
* Our airtight sound insulation structure
can reduce noise by 40 decibels, and it
also saves electricity by keeping warmth
in during the winter and cool air in during
summer.
* Passed 60A fireproof and smokeproof
structure test: the door is fire resistant
for one hour, so you can wait indoors for
rescue in absolute safety.is fire resistant
for one hour, so you can wait indoors for
rescue in absolute safety.
Single door size
W85-103*H220
$9,000
Double door size
W170-200*H220
$17,000

* The picture door lock is for reference
only, the actual product in the store as
the main product.
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H3 OceanWave
One wave follows another in

beautiful undulation, sharing the
comforting silence of the ocean.
The Blue Whale design team
collaborated with the well-known
Think If Design Company to create
this exclusive style.
Think if Design Company has won
the German IF Award and the Red
Dot Award.
* Our airtight sound insulation
structure can reduce noise by 40
decibels, and it also saves electricity
by keeping warmth in during
the winter and cool air in during
summer.
* Passed 60A fireproof and
smokeproof structure test: the door
is fire resistant for one hour, so
you can wait indoors for rescue in
absolute safety.is fire resistant for
one hour, so you can wait indoors
for rescue in absolute safety.
Single door size
W85-103*H220
USD$9,500
Double door size
W170-200*H220
USD$18,000
* The picture door lock is for
reference only, the actual product in
the store as the main product.
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H3 Mirror Lake

* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as the main product.

On the road that goes from Taipei up into the mountains of Wulai, you can get a clear view of
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Swallow Lake, a calm and beautiful lake that reflects the beautiful weeping willows and dead
trees along its shore. This vision inspired Blue Whale’s design team. The front of the Mirror
Lake door is made of Burmese teak – more than 70 years old – and gives a warm woody
surface. Burmese teak is harvested in Myanmar’s old growth jungles. This tropical hardwood
is internationally recognized as an excellent product because it is weatherproof, highly stable,
dense, has an attractive grain, a clear texture, and a lovely caramel color.

Single door size

W85-103*H220

Double door size W170-200*H220

$11,000
$21,000
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Single door size
W85-103*H220
USD$9,000
Double door size
W170-200*H220
USD$17,000
* The picture door lock is for
reference only, the actual product in
the store as the main product.

H3 Lake Ripple
A breeze blows softly on the surface of the lake, creating ripples.
The inspiration for this new patented design is Swallow Lake on the road to Wulai. When the autumn wind blows, the
surface of the lake shows undulating ripples in the gentle fall light.
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Single door size
W85-103*H220

USD$9,000

Double door size
W170-200*H220 USD$17,000

* The picture door lock is for reference only, the
actual product in the store as the main product.

H3 Lake Ripple Cast Aluminum
* The Lake Wave door design won Taiwan’s Ministry of Economic Affairs Golden Pin Design Award in 2012.
* Blue Whale has developed our own patented sound insulation structure.
* We have same design but different materials. ( Wood and Bronze ) You can change different material of the door
depending on your design.
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*Our airtight sound insulation structure can reduce noise by 40 decibels, and it also saves electricity by keeping warmth in
during the winter and cool air in during summer.
* Passed 60A fireproof and smokeproof structure test: the door is fire resistant for one hour, so you can wait indoors for
rescue in absolute safety.
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180 Professional Fireproof Door

Can be used for musical instrument

practice or recording rooms, home
theaters, audiovisual rooms, or KTVs.
Combines professional fabrication
methods with customized services.
Laboratory tested at Sound Transmission
Class (STC) 53 dB.
The door shape is not fixed, and there is a
free choice of surface materials to match
your interior decoration, so you can create
a home atmosphere full of art and beauty.
Materials：
* Front galvanized steel plate available
with a variety of wood panels or artificial
leather (PVC).
* The door frame is made of galvanized
steel with exterior materials attached using
EPDM strips.

Single door size
W99*H208/226

USD$3,300

Custom size
W85-103*H220

USD$3,600

* The picture door lock is for reference
only, the actual product in the store as the
main product.
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Single door size
W99*H208/226

USD$3,000

Combines professional fabrication methods with customized services. Laboratory tested at Sound Transmission Class (STC) 53 dB.
The door shape is not fixed, and there is a free choice of surface materials to match your interior decoration, so you can create a home atmosphere full of art and beauty.

Custom size
W85-103*H220

USD$3,200

Features：
* Blue Whale’s patented double-airtight structure has passed tests at Taiwan’s National Ocean University Laboratory proving it reduces noise by 53 dB.
* F60A fire protection structure can be selected according to requirements.
* Blue Whale professional soundproof door F60A with fireproof and smoke proofing certification, affixed with a government stamp. Only for doors of a maximum size of
300 cm by 300 cm.

* The picture door lock is for reference
only, the actual product in the store as the
main product.

180 Professional Soundproof Door

Can be used for musical instrument practice or recording rooms, home theaters, audiovisual rooms, or KTVs.
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Ty p e 1 8 0 A S o u n d p r o of D o o r
Suitable for: Machine Rooms, Side Doors, or Music Classrooms
Materials：
* Front and back panels: Leather-grained steel plate (dozens of paint colors available) or
teak, kassod, walnut wood (four paint colors available).
* Door lock and handle: Japanese-made H56VX pressure handle.
* Soundproofing: Double airtight structure reduces noise by 53 decibels.
* Threshold: Stainless steel
* Door frame and leaf: Grained galvanized steel with matching or painted frame.

Single door size

W99*H208/226

Custom size W85-103*H220

USD$2,400
USD$2,600

* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as the main
product.
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Ty p e 1 7 0 S o u n d p r o of D o o r
Suitable for: Machine Rooms, Side Doors, or Music Classrooms
* The quotation does not include shipping charges or customs duties.
* Front and back panels: Leather-grained steel plate (dozens of paint colors
available)or mahogany, teak, kassod or walnut wood (four paint colors
available).
*Door lock and handle: Japanese-made H56 pressure handle.
* Soundproofing: Double airtight structure reduces noise by 35 decibels.
* Threshold: Stainless steel
* Door frame and leaf: Grained galvanized steel with matching or painted
frame.

Single door size W99*H208/226

USD$1,900

Custom size W85-103*H220

USD$2,100

* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as
the main product.
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1 90 Ty p e Hote l Fi re p roof D oor
For Hotel · B&B

This door conforms to the overall hotel door design and has sound insulation,
fire prevention, and smoke shielding functions. With the 190, soundproof door
design is no longer fixed. The door's surface material can be adapted to the
overall design of the hotel to match its interior decoration.
* Designed specifically for hotels, the door leaf is made of steel and has a
thickness of 5.4 cm. Blue Whale’s patented double airtight structure can
reduce noise by about 40 decibels, on average.
* Blue Whale combines customized services with professional engineering
methods.
* Our door shape is not fixed and there is a free choice of surface materials to
match your interior decoration, so you can create a home atmosphere full of
art and beauty.
* Double-sided surface material can be matched with wood grain, artificial
leather (PVC), and other materials.
* Interior designers may provide their own surface materials, or Blue Whale
can provide a bare door structure allowing designers to finish the door on
their own.
* Door locks should be purchased by the owner themselves, in conjunction
with the hotel’s security system. Blue Whale will assist with punching the door
leaf to accommodate lock installation.
* EPDM rubber strips are used.
* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as
the main product.
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Bedroom Soundproof Door
For bedrooms · Study Rooms and offices.
Make sure you get a good night's sleep without being bothered by noise from other people.
You are free to choose the surface material to match your interior decoration. Create your own
personal style at home.
* Blue Whale combines customized services with professional engineering methods. Our door
shape is not fixed and there is a free choice of surface materials to match your interior decoration,
so you can create a home atmosphere full of art and beauty.
* No threshold gap, so there's excellent sound insulation, smoke prevention, and mosquitoes can't
enter. And you don't need to worry about tripping on the door.
* Blue Whale's Bedroom Soundproof Doors can reduce noise by an average of 35 decibels.

Standard Single door size W90*H210

USD$2,100

Custom Single door size W85-103*H220

USD$2,300

* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as the main product.
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Bedroom Soundproof Door
For bedrooms · Study Rooms and offices.
Make sure you get a good night's sleep without being bothered by noise from other people.
You are free to choose the surface material to match your interior decoration. Create your own
personal style at home.
* Blue Whale combines customized services with professional engineering methods. Our door
shape is not fixed and there is a free choice of surface materials to match your interior decoration,
so you can create a home atmosphere full of art and beauty.
* No threshold gap, so there's excellent sound insulation, smoke prevention, and mosquitoes can't
enter. And you don't need to worry about tripping on the door.
* Blue Whale's Bedroom Soundproof Doors can reduce noise by an average of 35 decibels.
Standard Single door size W90*H210

USD$2,100

Custom Single door size W85-103*H220

USD$2,300

* The picture door lock is for reference only, the
actual product in the store as the main product.
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B&B Fireproof Door
For Hotel · B&B
The door's surface material can be adapted to the overall design of the
B&B to match its interior decoration. Make sure you get a good night's
sleep without being bothered by noise from other people. You are free
to choose the surface material to match your interior decoration. Create
your own personal style.
Features
* Designed specifically for B&B, the door leaf is made of steel and has a
thickness of 5.4 cm. Blue Whale's patented double airtight structure can
reduce noise by about 40 decibels, on average.
* Blue Whale combines customized services with professional
engineering methods. Our door shape is not fixed and there is a free
choice of surface materials to match your interior decoration, so you
can create a home atmosphere full of art and beauty.
* Double-sided surface material can be matched with wood grain steel
plate.
* No threshold gap, so there's excellent sound insulation, smoke
prevention, and mosquitoes can't enter. And you don't need to worry
about tripping on the door.
Materials
* The door leaf is made of steel and has a thickness of 5.4 cm.
* EPDM rubber strips are used.

* The picture door lock is for reference only, the
actual product in the store as the main product.
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B&B Soundproof Door
For B&B
The door's surface material can be adapted to the overall design of the
B&B to match its interior decoration. Make sure you get a good night's
sleep without being bothered by noise from other people. You are free
to choose the surface material to match your interior decoration. Create
your own personal style.
Features
*Designed specifically for B&B, the door leaf is made of steel and has a
thickness of 4 cm. Blue Whale's patented double airtight structure can
reduce noise by about 35 decibels, on average.
* Blue Whale combines customized services with professional
engineering methods. Our door shape is not fixed and there is a free
choice of surface materials to match your interior decoration, so you
can create a home atmosphere full of art and beauty.
* Double-sided surface material can be matched with wood grain steel
plate.
* No threshold gap, so there's excellent sound insulation, smoke
prevention, and mosquitoes can't enter. And you don't need to worry
about tripping on the door.
Standard Single door size W90*H210
USD$1,700
Custom Single door size W85-103*H220
USD$1,800
* The picture door lock is for reference only, the
actual product in the store as the main product.
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Provence Door O
T he sun is shining and the scener y is beautiful as you wander along a
cobblestoned road in southern France. Perhaps the road will take you to a
medieval castle. This is Provence, a land of rich colors, green valleys, and the
fragrance of sun-dried grass. Life is beautiful. The Provence door has esthetically
charred wood with forged flower shapes, and the door frame paint color can be
matched to the style of your home.

Single door size

W85-103*H220

USD$5,200

Double door size W120-140*H220 USD$7,700

* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as the
main product.
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Provence Door I
The sun is shining and the scenery is beautiful as you wander

along a cobblestoned road in southern France. Perhaps the road
will take you to a medieval castle. This is Provence, a land of rich
colors, green valleys, and the fragrance of sun-dried grass. Life
is beautiful. The Provence door has esthetically charred wood
with forged flower shapes, and the door frame paint color can be
matched to the style of your home.
* The Provence door has esthetically composite solid wood, and
the door frame paint color can be matched to the style of your
home.
* Blue Whale professional soundproof door F60A with fireproof
and smoke proofing certification, affixed with a government
stamp. Only for doors of a maximum size of 300 cm by 300 cm.

Single door size

W85-103*H220

USD$7,200

Double door size W120-140*H220 USD$9,700

* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in
the store as the main product.
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Provence Door B
The sun is shining and the scenery is beautiful as you wander
along a cobblestoned road in southern France. Perhaps the road
will take you to a medieval castle. This is Provence, a land of rich
colors, green valleys, and the fragrance of sun-dried grass. Life is
beautiful.
Single door size

W85-103*H220

USD$6,500

Double door size W120-140*H220 USD$9,700
* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in
the store as the main product.
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Provence Door J
Blue Whale professional soundproof door F60A with fireproof and
smoke proofing certification, affixed with a government stamp.
Only for doors of a maximum size of 300 cm by 300 cm.
Single door size W85-103*H220

USD$6,700

Double door size W120-140*H220 U S D $ 1 0 , 0 0 0
* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as the main product.
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Provence Door M
The sun is shining and the scenery is beautiful as you wander
along a cobblestoned road in southern France. Perhaps the road
will take you to a medieval castle. This is Provence, a land of rich
colors, green valleys, and the fragrance of sun-dried grass. Life
is beautiful. The Provence door has esthetically charred wood
with forged flower shapes, and the door frame paint color can be
matched to the style of your home.
* Blue Whale professional soundproof door F60A with fireproof
and smoke proofing certification, affixed with a government
stamp. Only for doors of a maximum size of 300 cm by 300 cm.
Single door size W85-103*H220

USD$7,200

Double door size W120-140*H220 U S D $ 1 1 , 0 0 0

* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in
the store as the main product.
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Provence Door Z
The sun is shining and the scenery is beautiful as you wander
along a cobblestoned road in southern France. Perhaps the road
will take you to a medieval castle. This is Provence, a land of rich
colors, green valleys, and the fragrance of sun-dried grass. Life
is beautiful. The Provence door has esthetically charred wood
with forged flower shapes, and the door frame paint color can be
matched to the style of your home.
* Blue Whale professional soundproof door F60A with fireproof
and smoke proofing certification, affixed with a government
stamp. Only for doors of a maximum size of 300 cm by 300 cm.

Single door size W85-103*H220

USD$7,200

Double door size W120-140*H220 U S D $ 1 0 , 7 0 0
* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in
the store as the main product.
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Provence Door Z1
The sun is shining and the scenery is beautiful as you wander
along a cobblestoned road in southern France. Perhaps the road
will take you to a medieval castle. This is Provence, a land of rich
colors, green valleys, and the fragrance of sun-dried grass. Life
is beautiful. The Provence door has esthetically charred wood
with forged flower shapes, and the door frame paint color can be
matched to the style of your home.
* Blue Whale professional soundproof door F60A with fireproof
and smoke proofing certification, affixed with a government
stamp. Only for doors of a maximum size of 300 cm by 300 cm.
Single door size W85-103*H220

USD$7,200

Double door size W120-140*H220 U S D $ 1 0 , 7 0 0
* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in
the store as the main product.
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Pro ve n ce Door M C as t A luminum
The sun is shining and the scenery is beautiful as you wander
along a cobblestoned road in southern France. Perhaps the road
will take you to a medieval castle. This is Provence, a land of rich
colors, green valleys, and the fragrance of sun-dried grass. Life
is beautiful. The Provence door has esthetically charred wood
with forged flower shapes, and the door frame paint color can be
matched to the style of your home.
Standard Single door size W99*H208/226
USD$4,100
Custom Single door size W85-103*H220
USD$4,500
Custom Unequal double door size W120-140*H220
USD$6,700

* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in
the store as the main product.
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Pro ve n ce Door W C as t A l uminum

* The picture door lock is for reference only, the actual product in the store as the main product.

The sun is shining and the scenery is beautiful as you wander along a cobblestoned road in southern France. Perhaps the road will take you to a medieval castle. This is Provence, a land of rich colors, green valleys, and the fragrance of sundried grass. Life is beautiful. The Provence door has esthetically charred wood with forged flower shapes, and the door frame paint color can be matched to the style of your home.
Standard Single door size W99*H208/226

USD$4,100

Custom Single door size W85-103*H220

USD$4,500

Custom Unequal double door size W120-140*H220 U S D $ 6 , 7 0 0
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Model 180 779 Pressurized Handle (including opening).
Price: 1 piece

USD$380

* Excl. Tax and Shipping
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Material：Stainless Steel
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S o u n d I n s u l a t i o n Te s t R e p o r t

↑ Combines

professional

fabrication

methods

with

customized

s e r v i c e s . L a b o r a t o r y t e s t e d a t S o u n d Tr a n s m i s s i o n C l a s s ( S TC ) 5 3 d B .
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S o u n d I n s u l a t i o n Te s t R e p o r t
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Activities
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|2017 Blue Whale Pinglin Ultra Marathon|
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一直以來，藍鯨舉辦及贊助運動比賽的目的在於，能夠提升國
內高水準的運動品質。
藍鯨的品牌之路依然不懈的進行中，雖然辛苦，但我們依然秉
持著「路有多長，我們就走多遠、夢就有多大」的精神，在台
灣深耕扎根。
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| Hsinchu Exhibition Center |
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| Hsinchu Exhibition Center |
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| Kaohsiung Exhibition Center |
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Enjoy A Quiet Life Full of Ar t and Beauty

Blue Whale International Technology Co., Ltd.
Hsinchu Exhibition Center
▶ ADD : No.430, Dong Sec. 2, Guangming 6th Rd., Jhubei City,
Hsinchu County 30271, Taiwan
✦ Mon.~Fri. AM9:00~PM7:00 ✦ Sat. AM9:00~PM6:00
✦ LINE：@zre1209q
Taiwan Headquarters
✦ ADD : No.17-3, ln. 289, Sec. 2, Ankang Rd., Sindian Dist., New
Taipei City 23153, Taiwan
✦ TEL : +886-2-2211-0135
✦ Mail : jmss.com@msa.hinet.net
✦ Mon.~Fri. AM8:00~PM5:00
Taipei Exhibition Center
✦ ADD : No.28-8, Ankang Rd., Neihu Dist., Taipei City 11484, Taiwan
✦ Mon.~Fri. AM9:00~PM7:00
✦ Sat. AM9:00~PM6:00
Taichung Exhibition Center
✦ ADD : 1F., No.1106, Jhongming S. Rd., South Dist., Taichung City
40255, Taiwan
✦ Mon.~Fri. AM9:00~PM7:00
✦ Sat. AM9:00~PM6:00
Kaohsiung Exhibition Center
✦ ADD : No.327, Haijing St., Zuoying Dist., Kaohsiung City 81342,
Taiwan
✦ Mon.~Sat. AM9:00~PM6:00

